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 In a quiet street, in the heart of the town of Reckange-sur-Mess, your real estate agency
Unicorn is delighted to offer you this superb contemporary house for sale.

Former bank agency, this building of 1987 was renovated and rehabilitated with care in 2012.
Modernity, industrial elements, parquet floors and tiles blend perfectly and give a special
style to this unusual house.

The first floor of this atypical property is composed of a hall intelligently placed since it reads
the garage, extensions of the house and the impressive living room that covers the whole
floor.

This spacious living space consists of a fully equipped kitchen and a living room. This room
benefits from a very nice luminosity thanks to the large windows and the sliding bay
windows giving access to the terrace and the garden of the house. The luminosity of this
room underlines with care the details and the quality materials which decorate it.

The industrial-style spotlights, the wood stove and the impressive opening, formerly the
agency's door, blend harmoniously and accentuate the generosity of the room.

The little plus: a storeroom behind the kitchen will serve you to store all your food and to keep
a pleasant and gracious space.

The staircase present in the room leads you to the second floor of the house, a large hallway
that can be used as an office gives you access to two nice size bedrooms, a bathroom and
a laundry room.

The second and last floor of the house is occupied by a superb master suite, which benefits
from a dressing room and a private bathroom. A perfect cocoon to relax in peace after a
hard day.

For more information or to make a visit, do not hesitate to contact our agency at +352 26 54
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